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1. Introduction

Selecting the most appropriate primary endpoint(s) in a clinical trial is critical especially in a registration trial for a drug

approval. Clinical endpoints serve different purpose. Different endpoints are selected depending on the phase of clin-

ical trials. Especially in oncology drug development process, early phase clinical trials emphasize safety, tolerability

and evidence of drug activity. In later phase of trials, clinical benefits such as extension of survival or improvement of

symptoms and quality of lives are evaluated as primary endpoints. Today, majority of newly approved cancer drugs

are targeted agents which are often cytostatic, not cytotoxic. So different approaches should be considered in select-

ing endpoints. We are going to review possible considerations in endpoint selection in various stages of clinical trials

and some trial design issues for these endpoints.

2. General endpoint considerations

In the 70’s, the FDA approved cancer drugs based on objective response rate (ORR), determined by tumor assess-

ments from radiological evaluation or physical exams. In the 80õs, FDA determined that cancer drug approval

should be based on more direct evidence of clinical benefit, such as improvement in survival, quality of life(QOL).

These benefits, however may not be directly related to ORR. In 90õs, the accelerated approval regulations allowed

to use additional surrogate endpoints for approval of drugs that are intended to treat serious or life-threatening dis-

eases. These surrogate endpoints must be reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit. The following lists are major

endpoints that FDA evaluates for cancer drug approval:

• Survival endpoint: Survival is considered the most reliable cancer endpoint. It is precise and easy to measure.

-Overall survival(OS, defined as the time from randomization until death due to any cause): clinical benefit for

a regular approval. OS should be evaluated in a randomized controlled trials

• Endpoints based on the tumor assessments: should include two judgments

-First, a determination of whether the endpoint will support accelerated or regular approval should be ascertained.

Second, the endpoint should be evaluated for the potential of bias or uncertainty.

-Disease free survival(DFS, defined as the time from randomization until recurrence of tumor or death due to any

cause): surrogate for accelerated approval or regular approval

-Progression free survival(PFS, defined as the time from randomization until objective tumor progression or

death), time to progression(defined as the time from randomization until objective tumor progression, death

before progression is censored): surrogate for accelerated approval or regular approval

-Objective response rate(ORR, defined as the proportion of patients of a predefined amount and for a minimum

time period): surrogate for accelerated approval or regular approval
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• Endpoints involving symptom assessments:

-Symptom endpoints(patient reported outcomes, PRO): clinical benefits for regular approval

3. Some trial design issues

For overall survival endpoint, it is not easy to perform and analyze the data due to long-term follow-up and subsequent

cancer therapy which may confound the treatmentõs clinical benefits. DFS can be an important endpoint in an

adjuvant setting after definitive surgery or radiotherapy. It can be also important when OS is impractical due to

prolongation of survival. However, defining DFS can be complicated particularly when deaths are noted without prior

tumor progression documentation. ORR is a direct measure of a drugõs antitumor activity and can be evaluated in

a single arm trial. For the endpoints based on tumor measurements such as PFS or ORR, the endpoint assessments

generally should be verified by central reviewers blinded to study treatments. Methodology for assessing, measuring

and analyzing PFS endpoint should be well documented in the protocol and the statistical analysis plan (SAP) should

be described in detail. Single arm design can be considered when there is no available current therapy and major

tumor regressions can be presumed to be attributed to the tested drug. However, a randomized trial is necessary for

evaluating survival endpoints. Biomarkers can be incorporated in designing clinical trials.

4. Conclusion

Selecting endpoints in clinical trials is the most critical step and should be processed considering various aspects of

the study objectives.
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